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9. Some Questions about the
DARPA Model
Patrick Windham

Often observers of DARPA ask basic questions about how the agency
operates and the role it plays within the U.S. Department of Defense.
This chapter provides brief answers to some of these questions.1
Is decision-making at DARPA “top-down” or “bottom-up”? DARPA
is a mix of the two, but mostly “bottom-up”. The agency director and
deputy director do identify broad technical areas that they and others in
the Defense Department think are important, but program managers, in
consultation with the broader technical community, propose and then
run specific R&D programs. In the “systems offices” at DARPA, office
directors and the agency director talk with DOD officials and identify
what they believe are significant long-term technological challenges
and opportunities for U.S. national security. But again, the program
managers propose and then run the actual R&D programs.
How can DARPA respond to Defense Department needs but still
have great autonomy? DARPA asks both senior defense officials and
the broad technical community what challenges and opportunities
they see in the decades ahead. However, DARPA’s job is to think about
1	The questions listed here about apparent paradoxes in the DARPA model were
first raised in the fall of 2013 by Hiroyuki Hatada, then Chief Representative of
the Washington, DC, office of Japan’s New Energy and Industrial Technology
Development Organization (NEDO). The editors are grateful to him for raising
these questions and helping us to frame this discussion.
© Patrick Windham, CC BY-NC-ND 4.0
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and create long-term technologies. It is not responsible for developing,
maintaining, and improving current military systems; other parts of
DOD perform those duties. In this way, DARPA has the freedom and
funding to identify and create new, long-term technologies.
However, in time of war, senior DOD officials may ask the agency
to help solve some difficult and immediate technical problems. For
example, during the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq DARPA worked
with other DOD agencies on the problem of detecting roadside
bombs (“improvised explosive devices”) and also helped to improve
communications in those war zones.
How can DARPA make long-term progress with new technologies
when the agency’s programs are only three to five years long? William
B. Bonvillian and Richard Van Atta point out that DARPA has “multigenerational programs”: if the results of an initial program are
promising, then there can be follow-on work. But if the initial program
fails or points in a different direction, then the program is terminated or
redirected. The use of three- to five-year projects allows great flexibility.2
Why does DARPA sometimes fund several different research projects
within a single program? While some programs will fund a single large
R&D project, such as the development of a prototype military system,
other programs fund multiple research projects performed by different
research teams. There are at least two reasons for multiple awards
within a single program.
First, when trying to develop a new basic technology the agency
often funds multiple teams with different technical approaches, to see
which approaches are most promising. This is a “portfolio policy,” in
which the agency funds multiple ideas and then learns which work
and which do not. Moreover, funding different teams with different
ideas also allows the research teams to learn from each other, further
advancing the overall technology. For this reason, a program manager
may organize periodic meetings of a program’s various R&D performers
and ask these researchers to share information and learn from each
other.
Second, in some cases the development of a new technology or
capability requires several complementary parts. For example, the
2	Bonvillian, W. B., and Van Atta, R. (2011). “ARPA-E and DARPA: Applying the
DARPA Model to Energy Innovation”, The Journal of Technology Transfer 36: 469–513,
at 473–74, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10961-011-9223-x (Chapter 13 in this volume).
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desired technology might need several hardware components plus
associated software. In these cases, a program might fund several
R&D teams, with each of them responsible for an important part of the
overall effort. If the technology proves promising, then that program
or a follow-on program might fund work on additional steps that go
beyond the initial R&D work, such as the integration of components or
applications or the demonstration of the new technology’s applications.
How do DARPA programs maintain continuity and success when
program managers change every few years? New program managers
have responsibility for existing programs and then make their own
judgments about whether and how to continue them.
How can an agency build political support when it will not generate
significant new technologies until many years from now? In the U.S.,
this can be a problem for several reasons: political leaders often want
relatively quick results, applicants who do not get grants can complain
to Congress, and other agencies or parts of your own department may
see your agency as a rival. DARPA succeeds because it has an important
defense role, it has a record of successes, and it does not threaten the
budgets of other R&D agencies.
The new Advanced Research Projects Agency—Energy (ARPA-E)
has thus far built important political support. It has done so by investing
in a range of areas that people care about, by having credible processes,
by soliciting views from everyone, by being transparent, by helping
even losing applicants with valuable advice, and by working hard to
convince other parts of the Department of Energy (DOE) that it is a good
partner, not a rival.
How can a DARPA-type agency or program avoid rigid internal
bureaucratic processes? Van Atta and others emphasize the importance
of a very “lean” management structure. At DARPA a program manager
needs approval from only two levels to get a new program: his/her office
director (and deputy) and the agency director (and deputy). In addition,
DARPA does not have a separate evaluation or audit office; evaluation
is a constant process of judging which programs and R&D projects
within those programs are succeeding or not. Program managers are
not required to spend a great deal of time reporting to an audit unit.
Related, how can an agency demonstrate accountability (and create
the political credibility that it needs to survive politically) but still
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be relatively free of outside bureaucratic processes such as committees,
layers of approval, audits, and so forth? Senior government groups
oversee (supervise) all U.S. government agencies, including DARPA.
For DARPA, these groups include senior DOD officials, the DOD Office
of the Inspector General, the President’s Office of Management and
Budget (OMB), DOD and Congressional audit agencies, and of course
the U.S. Congress.
However, DARPA has successfully argued that it does good
work, that it follows all government rules, that it is has good internal
evaluation processes, and that it needs autonomy and freedom from
bureaucratic processes in order to do its job well. These arguments have
largely succeeded, and neither senior DOD officials nor Congressional
committees try to manage the details of the agency’s work. In the long
run, DARPA’s successes and lack of scandals help it convince Congress
and senior administration officials that it is doing a good job and does
not need intensive bureaucratic supervision.
Specifically, how can an agency have credible rigorous evaluation
of projects without highly bureaucratic and time-consuming reviews?
This is a very important question, because evaluation is important not
only to the effectiveness of the agency but also to its political credibility,
since any agency that does not carry out proper evaluation and maintain
high quality will eventually lose political support.
DARPA’s process for evaluating programs and R&D projects
within those programs differs from other U.S. Government science
and technology agencies. Some other agencies use formal evaluation
groups, which examine projects and provide useful information on
the quality of research and how to improve operations. The former
Advanced Technology Program/Technology Innovation Program at
the U.S. Department of Commerce had a highly respected evaluation
unit. Other agencies, such as the National Science Foundation (NSF)
and the National Institutes of Health (NIH), maintain quality through
both rigorous competition among applicants and the use of peer review
as part of their overall merit review processes. At these agencies, the
review processes include examinations of whether those applying for
new grants have done good work in the past and therefore are likely to
do good work in the future.
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DARPA is different. It expects a great deal of its R&D performers,
but it also expects that these high-risk R&D projects will not always
work as originally planned. Things will “go wrong”. Some DARPA
directors therefore will not judge projects in terms of the original
and sometimes unrealistic milestones.3 Other directors have required
that program managers get formal approval to change milestones
and metrics. In both cases, however, the problems that arise provide
important information that contributes to learning and adaptation.
Surprise and change are normal. DARPA program managers therefore
help R&D performers learn from problems and adjust research
projects.
In this world, evaluation is a constant process, done by program
managers and their office directors. Based on this ongoing process of
learning, DARPA program managers try to help their R&D performers
and discuss changes in projects. However—and this is very important—
if a specific R&D project, or even an entire program of projects, fails
to produce results, then DARPA will stop this work and move money
into other, more promising areas. In addition, every year the agency
formally reviews all of its programs. In addition to working with
R&D performers, DARPA officials routinely talk with senior Defense
Department civilian officials, with leaders of the military services, and
sometimes also with leaders of DOD laboratories and research agencies
to get their views on the usefulness and quality of the agency’s programs.
Here, too, the agency engages in continuous process of communication
and evaluation.
This process of “continuous evaluation” works for several reasons:
DARPA program managers are technical experts who can both help
R&D performers and judge whether the performers are making
acceptable technical progress or not; office directors and the agency’s
directors and deputy directors are themselves technical experts who can
judge results and are willing to terminate unproductive programs; the
agency emphasizes the importance of learning; and both senior Defense
Department officials and members of the U.S. Congress see that DARPA
does high-quality work.
3	Dugan, R. E., and Gabriel, K. J. (2013). “‘Special Forces’ Innovation: How DARPA
Attacks Problems”, Harvard Business Review 91/10: 74–84.
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How does DARPA survey and analyze needs, technological trends,
and future developments? Does DARPA use think tanks or consultants?
DARPA has two major processes for gathering information.
First, program managers talk extensively with scientists and
engineers in their fields, understanding technology challenges and
opportunities. For example, program managers will talk with university
scientists, corporate researchers, and experts in government laboratories
to understand technology trends and possible future developments.
Second, program managers and DARPA leaders talk extensively
with military officers and leading experts to understand what long-term
needs the Defense Department might have and what types of technical
solutions might help. These conversations take several forms: informal
conversations with military officers assigned to DARPA, frequent
conversations between DARPA leaders and the top civilian officials in
the Defense Department, meetings every three months or so between
DARPA leaders and senior military officials, “study groups” that meet
regularly over several months to discuss a topic, interactions with the
Defense Science Board (DSB) and other high-level advisory groups,
and, in some cases, formal studies conducted by outside analysts and
think tanks, such as the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA).
One important issue for DARPA is whether or not other DOD
agencies or think tanks have already done a good job of analyzing needs,
trends, and opportunities in particular areas of technology or national
security. If other agencies conduct useful analyses of, for example, space
technologies and needs, then DARPA can use that information. But in
some areas no one else has considered which types of new technologies
might solve long-term challenges. In these cases, DARPA needs to
organize its own meetings with military officers and others and conduct
its own analyses.
How does DARPA recruit program managers? And how specific or
broad is the subject area that DARPA presents when recruiting program
managers? Because program managers usually serve for only a few
years, DARPA’s office directors and the agency director and deputy
director spend much of their time recruiting new program managers.
In some cases, departing program managers will recommend people
to replace them. In other cases, office directors and the agency director
and deputy director will ask colleagues in the technical community for
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recommendations. DARPA officials will look for candidates who are
technically strong, have a good vision of where technology might go in
the future, and have strong leadership skills.
These informal recruitment processes work well because the
office directors and agency heads are themselves technically-trained
individuals who know the R&D community well and can effectively
judge the technical qualifications of potential program managers. They
also understand what leadership skills are needed.
Recruiting prospective employees can sometimes be difficult, for
both professional and personal reasons. University professors usually
are not required to give up their current jobs, since they can take “leaves
of absence”, but they may worry about leaving graduate students or
interrupting their own research. Company people face other concerns.
DARPA usually requires that company employees leave their jobs
before being eligible to join the agency, which is difficult even if they
know that they will probably get a good job when they return to the
corporate world. In addition, government salaries in the United States
are much lower than corporate salaries.
In turn, both university and corporate people may also have personal
concerns about joining DARPA. People with school-age children and
whose spouses have careers may be reluctant to move to the Washington,
DC, area for several years. Some people decide to come to DARPA while
their families stay at home, leading to weekly commutes, but not every
prospective employee wants to go through that constant travel. On the
other hand, older people who are semi-retired and whose children are
grown may find it easier to accept a DARPA position. Van Atta provides
additional important insights into why individuals may or may not
accept a position at DARPA.4
A new program manager will work in a specific subject area. He
or she will propose and then run new programs in that area, and
sometimes may also run existing programs created by earlier program
managers. The programs can be quite complex, often involving work
that brings together researchers from multiple disciplines. For example,
a program that seeks ways to improve how an injured person can use her
4	
Van Atta, R. (2013). Innovation and the DARPA Model in a World of Globalized
Technology. Presentation at the National Institute of Science and Technology Policy
and the Center for Research and Development Strategy, Tokyo, July.
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brain to control artificial arms will involve physicians, neuroscientists,
robotics experts, and others. Meanwhile, an effective program manager
will need to understand enough about all of these disciplines to
design a sensible research program and identify and select competent
researchers. In this way, the work of a DARPA program manager can
be both specific (focused on specific questions or challenges) and broad
(that is, multi-disciplinary).
When DARPA recruits a university professor, does DARPA allow
that professor to continue his/her university research and teaching?
Usually professors will temporarily stop their academic research and
teaching while serving as DARPA program managers. They need to
focus on their DARPA responsibilities—not on their previous activities.
Of course, this situation can cause difficulties. A professor may have
on-going research projects and a number of graduate students working
on their PhD projects. Usually, professors coming to DARPA will ask
other professors to handle these responsibilities. But in some cases,
they may continue working with existing graduate students, advising
them from Washington and also reading drafts of their PhD theses.
If a DARPA program manager is also a medical doctor, that person
sometimes will be allowed to continue working part-time in a hospital
or academic medical center.
How does DARPA decide about R&D themes, and what do program
managers decide about R&D themes? Four points are important.
First, as mentioned earlier in this book, DARPA has two general
activities: (1) maintaining strong leadership in basic technologies and (2)
creating and demonstrating new equipment or processes that could help
the Defense Department in the future. So, DARPA’s technology offices
pay attention to promising new technologies and often also pay particular
attention to the long-term challenges facing the military services.
Second, within these overall subject areas DARPA’s main criterion
for selecting R&D themes and programs at any given time is to ask
whether the agency can make a significant difference. That is, both
program managers and senior agency managers look for game-changing
technologies that can contribute to U.S. national security. Selecting
themes and programs in any given year is a matter, therefore, of looking
at both technological opportunities, and the specific long-term challenges
facing the Defense Department at that time. Sometimes, senior Defense
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Department officials or even the President will direct DARPA to work
on specific topics. For example, when ARPA first began work in 1958
it focused on three key presidential priorities: space, missile defense,
and nuclear-test detection.5 Usually, however, DARPA officials will talk
with senior Defense Department officials about long-term challenges,
talk with the technical community about new technical opportunities,
and then decide itself which projects offer the most potential.
Third, DARPA’s priorities do change over time. For example,
computer networking was a major priority from the 1960s through
the 1980s, and this pioneering work led to the Internet. Subsequently,
other agencies and the commercial sector took the lead in building the
Internet, and DARPA switched to other opportunities and challenges.
It still does work in computing and communications, but now it
concentrates on new problems and opportunities, such as cybersecurity
and big data. Another example is that, for many years, DARPA did little
work in biology; DARPA was a physics and engineering agency. But
the combination of bioterror threats, severe brain and other injuries to
U.S. soldiers, and exciting new scientific and technical opportunities,
has led DARPA to make biology, medicine, and synthetic biology major
priorities.
Fourth, the fact that DARPA has no internal laboratories and instead
funds temporary three- to five-year programs gives the agency the
flexibility it needs to change themes and programs as new challenges
and opportunities arise.
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